Items from the Archive: exploring the extreme right in the West Midlands by Jones, Daniel
In the 1976 district elections in Sandwell around West Bromwich, the National Front fielded more 
candidates than any other third party, and achieved more votes than the other third parties 
combined by a substantial margin. In the Bearwood ward (Election leaflet shown) they came within 
4% of taking a second place from the Labour party with 20.4% of the vote. This wasn’t their highest 
vote share in the district though, that was achieved by Ms M. Williams in Warley’s Soho ward. 
The campaign in Sandwell District focused on local rate costs, councillor allowances and the 
National Front drive to push up education standards, in part through forcing all funding into state 
education and absorbing private/public schools into the state system to be , as their 1979 Statement 
of Policy pamphlet declares, ‘centres of academic excellence, not bastions of privilege’, with strong 
support for the selection criteria in the 1944 Education act which had provided Grammar schools. 
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This contrasts with this 1981 leaflet from  Jim Broadfield’s campaign in the West Midlands County 
Council Elections, covering the area of King’s Norton in Birmingham. It loudly declares ‘Britain for 
the British’ and puts the blame for unemployment and high council service charges on non-white 
migration, going so far as to claim that non-white migration has turned Birmingham, like other 
cities such as Manchester and Liverpool, into a ‘multi-racial slum’.  
 
This pamphlet goes a step further and blamed everything on ‘international Bankers’ for creating 
the high rates, a standard anti-Semitic conspiracy theory. These theories do not seem to have gone 
down well with the people of Birmingham, securing just 1.2% of the vote. 
The use of racial messaging had been used by the National Front in Birmingham for some time 
though. Here we have an election address from Anthony Reed-Herbert for the Ladywood By-
election of 1977. This message is directed specifically at the Asian and West Indian 
communities, asking for their votes so they might have the opportunity to repatriate. 
 
One of their more successful elections, the by-election saw the NF safe their deposit and move 
into third place while the Liberal candidate narrowly lost his deposit. It didn’t all go well for 
Reed –Herbert though, as the Socialist Unity candidate punched him at the count. 
 
The archive also contains a photo collection we are in the process of organising ready for cataloguing. 
These two images show the Wolverhampton branch of the National Front marching (top, date unknown) 
and a NF supporter in Birmingham (bottom, c. 1981). The photos show that the National Front, as well as 
fighting elections, was also a street active group, involved in marches (and riots) across the Midlands. 
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